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S i t e :

The Palouse River  physically 
separates the site from the 
downtown fabric of Main St.  
This physical rift has created 
an identity crisis on the site.  
Currently the site is occupied 
by a car wash, eight mobile 
home trailers, and a neglected 
park.

Along with this identity crisis 
the site had other interesting 
quarks that needed to be ad-
dressed through site design 
intervention.  These Issues 
included. 

The western half of the 
site floods annually, while the 
entire site is located in the 100 
year flood plain.

The riverfront was 
protected under Whitman 
County’s Shoreline 
Conservation Ordnance. 

The large change in 
topography to the south limited 
the sites access to southern 
winter daylight.

The car wash must 
remain on the site.
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P r o g r a m :

Indoor gallery space for displaying art.
Outdoor sculpture installation space.
Living amenities for three to four live in artist
Studio space for the artist 
Community gathering spaces.
Connection to Hayton Green Park

The actual square footage of each programmatic element was left up to the judgment of the individual 
student.    
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Matthew Drown

corridor

Project:
Palouse Art Park

Site:
Palouse, WA

Program:
artist housing, 
public/private working 
spaces, indoor/outdoor 
gallery space

The site is a small piece of the larger green/riparian corridor that is the Palouse 
River. This means that it is a crucial habitat for birds as well as other wildlife 
species for breeding and transportation. Loss of trees and shrubs along such 
corridors has a compounding effect by essentially destroying one of the last 
remaining wildlife habitats in the Palouse bio-region.

Despite the fact that the town is situated in the �oodplain, the citzens of Palouse 
elected to leave the riverbank as natural as possible and just deal with the �ood-
ing, instead of engaging in �ood control measures that would have destroyed the 
habitat (as has been done in Colfax). This profound respect for the environment is 
the backdrop for this project, resulting in a design that attempts to preserve and 
fortify the natural habitat at the same time that it functions to celebrate the rich 
artisan culture of Palouse. 

carwash - existing structure

artist housing & private studios
adaptive re-use of local abandoned 
shipping containers (8’ x 9’ x 45’) 

main studio space & gallery
similar construction to housing 
(reclaimed shipping containers)

outdoor gallery - interwoven pathways 
structure the site and allow the user to 
“choose the narrative”

hwy 27 bridge -  to town

pedestrian bridge - to city park

birch, willow, and larch tree stands
strengthen the riparian corridor
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Joshua Mgonja

      PALOUSE ART PARK

  New vegetation (trees)  Gaming and outdoor gallery
       Central node

 Open space for buildings  Parking for visitors

 Existing carwash
        Viewing dock

             Pavillion
 Bridge to Hayton Park

Riverside Dock

  Railroad history center

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
The city of Palouse is located in the Inland NorthWest region of Washington mainly complimented with the roll-
ing hills and scenic beauty. Closely connected to the University Of Idaho and Washington State University, the 
gateway to the city is framed by these two roads with the Palouse park in between. As an artistic and agricultural 
community, the park should easily portray the creative soul of the town  for all visitors coming in or passing by. 
Our objective in this project is to design an art park that would cater to provide the cultural and artistic elements 
of the palouse. Using a spatial design strategy as my concept, views that were easily seen by pedestrians and 
drivers from Moscow or Pullman made it easy for me to designate them as “public spaces”. For those hidden or 
obscured to the public eye, became more intimate or private spaces. By  incorporating a pathway throughout the 
entire site, I was able to connect all my programmatic spaces, and in doing so developing a unified design sys-
tem.

      East - West Section cut through park 

      SITE PLAN

SCALE: 1” - 32’

      North - South Section cut through river 
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Thank you. 


